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Objectives

To understand Section Q
- Rationale for Section Q
- Importance of Person Centered Planning
- Preparing for and Conducting Options Counseling
- Documenting within the Consumer Planning Worksheet
- Identify the Local Contact Agency (LCA)
- Explain the steps for referral to the Local Contact Agency (LCA)
All individuals have the right to choose the services they receive and the settings in which they receive those services.

- Americans with Disabilities Act (1990)

Individuals have the right to receive care in the least restrictive (most integrated) setting.

- Olmstead (1999)
Residents will become more meaningfully engaged in their own discharge planning goals.

Residents will be asked directly if they want information about community options.

Linkages and information exchange will be promoted between nursing homes, OCCO, and community-based long term care providers.
Under Section Q, nursing facilities must now ask residents directly if they are interested in learning about the possibility of returning to the community and speaking to someone from the Local Contact Agency.
Residents should be provided options, as well as, access to information that allows him/her to make the decision for discharge and to be supported in directing his/her care planning.

The LCA/OCCO’s role is to give people the tools they need to choose the right path for themselves.
Q0500 Return to Community MDS Assessment Guidelines

- Q0500.B. – resident is asked if he/she would like to speak to someone about the possibility of returning to community.
- Family, significant other, guardian or legally authorized representative are consulted if resident is unable to communicate preferences.
- Q0600.0.-3. – referral made to LCA, YES or NO response
  - Q0600.2. YES – make LCA referral
  - Q0600.0. NO – resident and care planning team decide that contact is not required – OR –
  - Q0600.1. NO – referral not made for some reason even though resident and care planning team decide that the LCA needs to be contacted
  - If responding NO, there should be documentation why referral was not made
Answering “Yes” does not commit the resident to leave the nursing home at a specific time.

It does not ensure that the resident will be able to move back to the community.

Answering “No” is not a permanent commitment to remain at the NH forever because the resident can always change his/her decision at any time.
Who is the Local Contact Agency?

The NJ Department of Human Services, Division of Aging and Community Services, Office of Community Choice Options (OCCO), has been designated as the Local Contact Agency (LCA) for the State of New Jersey.

OCCO’s Community Choice Counselors will be responsible for providing comprehensive Options Counseling to nursing home residents whose Section Q responses generate referrals to the LCA/OCCO.
✓ Nursing Facilities (NF) will use the CP-2 Long Term Care Referral to make a referral to the LCA/OCCO within 10 business days of a resident’s “Yes” response to both questions Q0500.A and Q0600.2.

✓ The LCA/OCCO contact the NF social worker and meet with the resident within 10 business days from date of referral.

✓ If the LCA/OCCO counselor does not contact NF social worker or resident within 10 business days, NF social worker will make a follow-up call to the LCA/OCCO to verify referral status and prompt the visit.
Collaborate with interdisciplinary team to determine the services and assistance that the resident may require upon discharge.

- Meet with the Resident to Discuss:
  - Expressed goals;
  - Finances - public funding vs. private pay;
  - Housing options – existing residence or new environment;
  - Family / Caregiver involvement for support upon discharge;
  - Potential service options based on expressed goals and identified needs;
  - Next steps to achieve their goals
The Interim Plan of Care is used to document options that have been discussed with the resident.

- Two copies are provided:
  - Resident
  - Discharge Planner (for inclusion in the resident’s record)

The LCA/OCCO counselor will continue to assist the NH discharge planner, as needed, to access and coordinate community services and programs.
### Section Q: Return to Community Referral

#### Notes for Consumer

#### Next Steps:

#### Plan Selection

At the time of assessment and/or options counseling, when applicable, I have been provided with choices of health plans to manage my MLTSS benefits.

- 0: I am making the choice of the following MLTSS provider:
  
- 1: I am not ready to choose at this time and have been made aware that, upon eligibility for MLTSS, I will have a ten (10) day time frame to make a selection before auto-assignment to a provider.
- 2: Does not apply, private pay assessment/ options counseling

#### Consumer/Caregiver Signatures

I have been advised that the options contained herein are for informational purposes only and are not a guarantee of service. I have been further advised that many publicly funded programs have varying financial and clinical eligibility requirements. If applicable, I have been directed to contact the County Welfare Agency (CWA) to determine my Medicaid financial eligibility.

Consumer Signature: __________________________

Family/Caregiver or Legal Representative (if applicable): __________________________

#### Assessor Signature

The options selected above have been discussed with this consumer as potential service options. I have not implied or guaranteed delivery of these services.

Assessor Signature: __________________________

Date: ____________

Month: _________ Day: _________ Year: _________

Please list all individuals present at the time of options counseling session:

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
OCCO Northern Regional Office
Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris, Ocean, Passaic, Somerset, Sussex, Union & Warren Counties
45 Kilmer Road, 2nd Floor, Edison NJ 08817
Phone: (732) 777-4650; Fax: (732) 777-4681

OCCO Southern Regional Office
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Mercer & Salem Counties
40 North Whitehorse Pike, Hammonton NJ 08037
Phone: (609) 704-6050; Fax: (609) 704-6055
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